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Exploring Mixed Use Complexes  
& Pocket Neighborhoods

Today’s generation of seniors have a desire to age 
differently and are evaluating housing options with 
a new set of criteria. Providers, developers and 
designers understand these changing expectations 
and are exploring unique housing alternatives  
to redefine senior living—marketable options  
to entice a younger senior demographic. These  
active adults are looking for an environment that 
offers camaraderie and purpose as well as a variety  
of amenities. They don’t want to be defined by  
their age; they are looking for a lifestyle and sense  
of community.

A PARADIGM SHIFT

Traditional senior living communities tend to focus 
the lifestyle and amenity spaces internally within  
a centralized commons area. Providers, developers 
and designers at AG Architecture are now exploring 
different planning strategies to attract the new  
market of seniors, housing options that offer the  
details and amenities of the neighborhoods they  
know and love. These prospective residents favor  
tree-lined streets and pedestrian-friendly 
sidewalks as well as easy access to restaurants, 
entertainment, a variety of services and a diverse, 
intergenerational community. They want to be 
connected to a collection of people who enjoy 
similar life experiences.

Pedestrian friendly mixed use plaza
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STRATEGIES

AG Architecture has used several master planning 
techniques to better define the potential for 
intergenerational, mixed use environments. With  
the benefits of walkable urban environments  
in mind, the goal is to provide a vibrant social and 
living environment for the senior living resident. The 
following strategies show how to integrate senior 
living into the heart of a walkable urban community.

Provide a variety of housing types. 

Understanding that downsizing is different  
for every household, it is important to include 
a combination of apartment living, townhome 
opportunities, innovative single-family 
environments or cohousing strategies  
to meet a broad spectrum of demands.

Pocket neighborhoods are an example of the  
innovative environments that are being utilized  
to provide a variety of housing types. The design 
principles of a pocket neighborhood create  
a sense of community using a small cluster  
of buildings organized around an active, common 
green space. While the public space is defined  
by the homes, it is also broken into outdoor  
“rooms” that create social spaces. In a pocket 

neighborhood, the idea of a front porch offers 
access to the green space while still providing  
a sense of privacy. 

These core principles as well as cues from cohousing 
experiences can also influence apartment building 
designs. In these cases, the principles are applied  
to a variety of densities (from 4-16 units) and 
buildings are configured to scale the experiences.

Create organization around activity. 

No matter the housing type, the goal is to create 
shared commons spaces that foster socialization. 
Whether creating a pocket neighborhood through 
a clustering of single-family homes or nestling 
a gathering space within a grouping of several 
apartment buildings, the goal is to create a space 
that encourages public gathering and activity— 
a place comfortable for people to connect in while  
not being a private location. 

Senior friendly pocket neighborhood

Mixed use environment
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Locate residential entries on the street. 

When we are tying a multistory building into  
a residential neighborhood, a greater sense  
of community can be achieved by bringing the 
entries of individual units to street level to connect  
with the streetscape. Instead of offering a patio, 
provide a more welcoming appeal with a front  
porch. This architectural detail creates a stronger 
street presence for the residence while providing  
a deeper connection to the surrounding circulation. 

Include integrated amenities. 

Street level activity with unique retail storefront 
entries can activate the public realm and provide 
amenities that welcome the broader public into the  
community. This supports an intergenerational 
experience. 

Offer independent retail opportunities. 

These retail offerings can also be used as amenities  
to serve the adjacent senior living community. 
They provide destinations that encourage active 
engagement.

Create connections to mixed residential uses.

In addition to providing a variety of housing types 
within the development, a design can enhance 
adjacencies to surrounding mixed residential uses. 
Adjacencies to other apartment, townhome and 
condo developments foster casual interactions  
with residents of all ages. 

Reinforce indoor and outdoor connections. 

A strong connection to indoor and outdoor activities  
is part of an integrated wellness component. Consider 
a holistic offering of fitness, cultural and lifelong 
learning opportunities. The shared common space 
of the pocket neighborhood can support outdoor 
wellness activities and can be enhanced by using the 
campus’s health club to create a destination on the 
edge of this parcel. The prominence of the wellness 
setting can set it apart from the retail-oriented 
amenities of the public realm.

Each of these design strategies 

increase the opportunity  

and regularity of the casual 

interactions that enhance  

everyday life. The future  

of senior living is about 

connectivity—real connections  

with real people to provide  

the variety and activity that 

supports health and well-being.  

This is a strategy that  

can improve life for everyone.

Connection between activity and circulation 
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THE IMPACT OF WELLNESS CENTERS

Wellness is a hot topic for every generation, people of all ages are finding ways to get or stay active. 
That desire does not change as one transitions to a senior living community. For profit and not for 
profit providers understand the importance of offering a dynamic lifestyle. That is the expectation  
of their current and future residents. Wellness centers that offer a sense of place help elevate the 
senior living experience and support the desire we all have—to live life to the fullest. 

Wellness centers in forward-thinking communities continue to evolve to compete with local health clubs. 
The standard components incorporated now include:

• An area for exercise equipment (machines and free weights)
• Studio space for classes such as aerobics and yoga
• Spacious, well-appointed locker rooms
• A right-sized pool, resistance pool and/or hot tub

Some communities lead with this symbol of active, vibrant living giving it a primary position on campus 
immediately visible upon entering the community, while others make it a destination. For providers who  
need to take a more efficient approach, design teams can leverage space planning strategies to address  
multiple uses, such as allowing a rehab gym and small fitness center to share access to a pool.

As competition between communities increases and providers anticipate the demands of the Boomers, 
the expectations for wellness centers continue to escalate. Developing a successful wellness center 
is more than a commitment to square footage and financing; it is about how the details are pulled 
together to create a sense of place. 

Highly visible wellness focused amenity


